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The Dangers of Nuclear Radiation: We Need to Expand the Nuclear Weapon Ban Treaty
(NWBT) to A Comprehensive Nuclear Ban Treaty (NBT)

By Eiichiro Ochiai, October 16, 2017

The US government secretly established “Manhattan project”, and the scientists and the
corporations involved managed to make three pieces of such weapon, i.e., atomic bombs
before the end of  the World War II.  One was used to test  its  effectiveness in New Mexico,
and  the  remaining  two  were  dropped  on  Hiroshima  and  Nagasaki.  The  results  were
devastating, killing hundreds of thousands instantly and flattening the entire cities.

Trump’s Iran Deal

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, October 16, 2017

Bad deals. Very bad – unless, of course, they are minted in the United States, with Make
America  Great  Again  credentials.  Hardly  the  stuff  of  presidential  clout  and  oratorical  flair,
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but the US president is making good his word to rain on the Iran nuclear deal, otherwise
known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) with an overbearing enthusiasm.

America had first Contemplated Nuclear War against both China and North Korea in 1950

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 16, 2017

It is important to stress that US military action directed against the DPRK was part of a
broader Cold War military agenda against the PRC and the Soviet Union, the objective of
which was ultimately to undermine and destroy socialism.  As early as 1945, “the Pentagon
had speculated that it would take a few hundred atomic bombs to subdue Russia”.

Is Trump’s “Friend” Kissinger Steering Him from Calm to Storm?

By Whitney Webb, October 15, 2017

Henry Kissinger, seemingly returned from oblivion, has been in the ear of “old friend” Trump
since mid-primary season, just after Trump declared himself open to negotiation with North
Korea. Since that moment, Trump’s stance and rhetoric have veered inexorably toward war.

Iran’s Foreign Minister Warned that Trump Threats Would Backfire

By Dania Akkad, October 15, 2017

Iran has been accused of violating if not the actual terms of the deal then the spirit of the
agreement, by supporting militant groups in the region and developing long-range missile
technology.
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